WELLAX UltraThick FlexFoam Sleeping Pad - Self-Inflating 3 Inches
Camping Mat for Backpacking, Traveling and Hiking - 3inch
Thickness for Better Stability & Support Review-2021

Ripstop nylon
WELLAX COMFORT PLUS SLEEPING PAD provides the optimal Comfort and Warmth your body
needs for getting a good night's rest. Make your camp mornings perfect - NO MORE Back-pain or
annoying Discomfort from rocky terrain or bumps underneath during your sleep as your weight is
supported by the UltraFlex Memory Foam mattress. Roll over or sleep on your side on a WellaX
Camping Mat and you won't wobble or bottom out.
COMPACT and LIGHTWEIGHT: Self-inflating convenience meets air mattress comfort to create the
perfect camp mattress for you. The high-loft comfort (3â€• inch thick), the compactness
(27â€•x8â€•), the convenience and the increased 9.5 R-Value. Your hiking trips will be comfortable
and you will be sleeping like in your own bed. Inflated size is 77â€• x 28â€• x 3â€•, perfect for any
outdoor activity like backpacking, traveling or camping;
REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN - TEAR RESISTANT: Laminated 20D Rip-stop Nylon and the TPU
Layer. Provides a good balance between comfort and durability. It is Virtually SILENT,
WATERPROOF, abrasion / tear resistant and reflects back radiant heat to the sleeper. No more
crinkly or squeaky noise, your perfect pad for using in your tent, sleeping bag, or any floor or hard
surface;
EASY TO INFLATE AND DEFLATE: Advanced SELF INFLATING technology that includes 2 valves,
making it quicker to inflate or deflate. Say goodbye to your old sleeping pad that required either a
pump or lots of breaths and effort to inflate. The PATENT PENDING WellaX Sleeping Pad has a
R-value of 9.5, making it the perfect All-Season Mat;
NO RISK PURCHASE - Making you a happy customer is our main goal. Just try it, and if you don't
absolutely Love it, send us a message and we will Refund or Replace your Purchase, NO
QUESTIONS ASKEDThe WellaX Self Inflating Sleeping Pad: You might as well just sell your bed!
Sleep like never before.
The most comfortable sleeping experience possible: that's what we had in mind when we created
this pad for YOU! We tested this 3-inch-thick camping mattress in forest, in deserts, on mountains,
in rainy conditions and in snow, and we found this self inflating mattress is perfect for all terrain
types! Designed for side or back sleepers, you won't wobble or bottom out no matter how you like to
rest - no more backpain or annoying discomfort from rocky terrain.
Many hikers struggle with getting good sleep in the wilderness, even when their bodies are
completely exhausted. Thatâ€™s one of the reasons why owning a top-notch sleeping pad is
essential. Sleeping pads provide the comfort your body needs for getting a good night's rest.
Without a good nightâ€™s rest that refreshes your mind and body, you may be tired, irritable and
have a less than an awesome day. When youâ€™re on the road, energy is everything.
Comfort Above All: This Insulated Self Inflating Sleeping Pad sets itself apart with an innovative
foam frame, that perfectly combines the high-loft comfort found in the foam mattresses and the
compressibility of air pads. Frankly, the most comfortable camping pad you will ever sleep on.
Made To Last: The laminated 20D Rip-stop Nylon and the TPU Layer are Waterproof, Abrasion/Tear
Resistant and they provide a good balance between a lighter weight and durability.
Posh Design: At 3â€• thick, this pad offers both plush thickness, generous size and increased
warmth. Great for those that move a lot while sleeping, want the most support, or plan to sleep in
cold weather. For extra cushion you can add 2-3 extra breaths.
Thermal Resistance: But there is more than just comfort, with a 9.6 R-Value this Camping Pad is
perfect for keeping your body warm during those COLD NIGHTS! The pad also has a preposterous
warmth to weight ratio and a more durable bottom layer of fabric, making it clearly one of the best
pads on the market.
Product Specifications: Inflated Size: 77" x 28" x 3"
Pack Size: 31â€• X 8â€• / Pack Weight: 7lbs
It fits perfectly for your next camping, hiking, fishing trip.
Comes with 2 compressing straps and a carry bag!

More than just camping gear:
Perfect for any outdoor activity like car camping with family but it also has indoor use for overnight
house guest, floor mattress, extra cushion, kids play mat watching movies or sleepovers,
Why should you choose WellaX?
The Sleeping Pad is an essential part of your camping experience because it calms and relaxes
your muscles after an intense day on the trails and it keeps you warm. The WellaX Self Inflating
Sleeping Pad will make your camping days feel luxurious! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

